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Same Server Mutiple domains
Posted by Bizmarke - 2012/06/22 04:55
_____________________________________

Just a quick question, we have several independent installs of joomla 2.5+ running here on a single web
sever with xampp. No one other then our company has access to the server except for myself and
another webmaster. Would it be possible to use this component on one of our sites to pull data ie. user
information, mail listing for our newletters, and allow cross content between all the sites? 

The setup is pretty simple since we are a small company. Like I said all sites reside in a htdocs dir like: 

..../htdocs/bobsjobs.com/ 

..../htdocs/whoflugpoo.com/ 

..../htdocs/iheartnarwhals.com/ 

etc etc.. 

These are existing sites and its really important that they stay intact. 

Thanks 

Biz

============================================================================

Re: Same Server Mutiple domains
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/06/22 09:18
_____________________________________

Yes you can use a single Joomla for all your websites and if you want to share the news letter, this is
also possible with the AcyMailing. 

In a near future, additional multisites functionalities will be available for AcyMailing. 

The sharing of the content of extensions affect the Database structure and therefore the existing
websites. 

You will also have to convert the existing website as slave site under JMS. 

So this will have an impact on the existing websites and mainly on the DB structure to declare the
sharing.

============================================================================

Re: Same Server Mutiple domains
Posted by Bizmarke - 2012/06/22 19:03
_____________________________________

I JMS will not work for us at this time with out a lot of required work on my end. Your products still
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sounds pretty outstanding though! I also thank you for the tip on the future developmen of AcyMailing
which exactly what I wanted to use JMS for! I will very much keep JMS in mind for future multi-site
projects!!

============================================================================
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